INFOSYS LOAN CALCULATORS
Are you worried about handling customers’ loan queries and evaluating multiple systems / tools simultaneously? Here is Infosys Loan Calculators
— the responsive and reusable Salesforce Lightning component in Salesforce AppExchange’s ecosystem — which ensures that the Salesforce
platform provides comprehensive capability to analyze and compare various loan calculations. We offer four calculators for loan mortgage
calculations, loan affordability, and comparison of auto loan or lease calculations that are ready-to-go, plug-in components, which can be
embedded in any Salesforce page. They are handy tools for relationship managers (RMs) or financial advisors using the Salesforce platform.
Currently, as the AppExchange Lightning Components does not include calculators, our calculators definitely add good value. These financial
calculators are very easy to use for all RMs who interact with potential customers, allowing them to make financial decisions on-the-go.

One-component package: four loan calculators
The four loan calculators that are part of the Salesforce Lightning component package, can be dragged and dropped to any Salesforce page,
leading to an overall faster solution delivery.

Loan calculator

Home affordability calculator

Calculates loan installments with interest
and outstanding principal repayment

Calculates loan size and term based on
one’s financial capability

Mortgage calculator

Auto loan or lease calculator

Calculates mortgage payments and
associate housing cost

Recommends auto loan or leasing options
based on the lower net ownership cost

Benefits
From calculating loan terms to
determining better loan options,
Infosys Loan Calculators provide the
right financial resources that assist
relationship managers to effectively
advise clients about their personal or
business financial decisions and build
long-lasting, strong partnerships. What’s
more, our calculators also provide wellorganized, real-time information, which
drives correct decisions tailored to the
needs of customers.

Ease of use

Handy tools

Better
customer
connect

Ease of use with Lightning
component’s modular
drag and drop design

Handy financial tools
in the AppExchange
ecosystem

Customers get a real-time
view of their financial health
to make informed decisions
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